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High brightness photoinjectors operating in continuous
wave (CW) mode are enabling many advanced
applications, such as CW X-ray free electron laser (FEL),
ERL light source, electron coolers for hadron beams and
electron-ion colliders and so on. Now, three types of CW
electron guns are available: DC gun, SRF gun, and
normal conducting RF gun. Compared to pulsed guns, the
CW gun beam brightness is compromised due to a lower
acceleration gradient at the cathode. Flattop laser shaping
and ‘cigar beam’ photoemission have been applied in CW
guns to improve beam emittance. In this paper, ellipsoidal
laser shaping is studied to further improve the beam
brightness for CW photoinjectors towards ~0.1 μm-rad at
100 pC.

INTRODUCTION
X-ray free electron lasers (XFEL) have seen great
success in the past decades, increasing peak brightness of
X-ray beams over synchrotron X-ray sources by as much
as 11 orders of magnitude [1]. While all current XFELs
are low repetition rate pulsed machines, with advances of
CW SRF linac technology, new XFEL machines in CW
mode are under design [2, 3]. The gradient of a CW SRF
linac is lower than a pulsed linac, and thus CW XFEL
linac energy is expected to be lower. To lase at the
shortest photon wavelength with lower linac energy, an
even brighter electron source is required, e.g. 100 pC
bunch charge with ~0.1 μm-rad transverse emittance and
~20 A peak current is wished [4].
The electron source brightness is limited by
photoemission at the cathode, which can be described as
[5, 6]:
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achieve a better beam brightness at CW guns. According
to Eq. (1) and (2), to improve the electron source
, i.e.
brightness with a relatively low gun gradient, low
a low thermal emittance cathode becomes extremely
important. Besides, for cigar beam photoemission, a long
laser pulse duration and a smaller laser spot size can
increase the transverse beam brightness by relaxing the
peak current. This might be recovered by velocity or
magnetic compression downstream the gun. Both
methods have been applied in state of the art CW
photoinjector designs.
Even with an optimized emittance at the gun, emittance
growth along the linac has to be kept at a minimum.
Without careful control of space charge effects, both the
projected emittance growth due to slice mismatch and the
slice emittance growth easily go beyond 0.1 μm-rad.
Flattop laser shaping has been used to improve space
charge linearization in both pulsed and CW guns. An
emittance of ~0.2 μm-rad has been achieved at ~200 pC
[7, 8]. To further increase the beam brightness, laser
shaping for a uniform ellipsoidal beam has been proposed
for 3D space charge linearization. Experimental
realizations of an ellipsoidal beam have made a lot of
progress in the past, both in the pancake beam regime
through blowout emission and in the cigar beam regime
through direct laser shaping [9-11].
In simulations, uniform ellipsoidal laser shaping has
shown an emittance reduction of ~30% for a 1 nC beam
compared to flattop laser shaping in high gradient pulsed
guns [12]. In this paper, uniform ellipsoidal laser shaping
will be applied in CW photoinjectors to check its benefit
in improving the transverse emittance of a 0.1 nC beam
for XFEL applications.
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where
and
are the transverse beam
brightness for pancake photoemission and cigar
is the gradient at photoemission,
photoemission, resp.,
is the cathode laser pulse duration, is the laser
is the RMS transverse
spot radius on the cathode, and
momentum after photoemission. Current CW guns, such
as DC guns, SRF guns, and normal conducing guns, have
a relatively low accelerating gradient at the cathode
compared to pulsed guns. This makes it more difficult to

As shown in Eq. (2), the transverse beam brightness
can be increased by relaxing the peak current. Besides, in
CW photoinjector designs based on a DC gun or a normal
conducting VHF gun, a buncher is used to control the
beam peak current, trading transverse emittance.
Transverse emittance and bunch length are two
compromising goals in photoinjector optimization, and a
group of non-dominating optimal solutions of transverse
emittance and bunch length form the Pareto front, which
can be solved by multi objective genetic algorithm
(MOGA) [13]. In this paper, a MOGA tool developed at
LBNL is used to drive ASTRA simulations for
photoinjector optimization [14]. 10000 macro particles
are used in MOGA simulations, and interesting solutions
are refined with 100000 macro particles in ASTRA for
detailed analysis.
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NC VHF GUN BASED CW
PHOTOINJECTOR
A CW normal conducting VHF gun has been developed
at LBNL, demonstrating a cathode gradient of 20 MV/m
and a gun voltage of 750 kV. Based on the LBNL VHF
gun, a CW photoinjector has been designed for the LCLSII project. Its layout is shown in Fig. 1 [14, 15].

Figure 3: Slice emittance and current profile of the 20 A
peak current solutions in Fig. 2 (100k macro particle
simulations, each slice has 5k macro particles).
Table 1: Emittance decomposition for solutions shown in
Fig. 3 (
% is 100 % projected emittance,
% is 95%
〉 is average slice emittance,
projected emittance, 〈
is thermal emittance, Δ
is projected emittance
growth
due to
longitudinal
slice mismatch,
Δ
is slice emittance growth w.r.t. thermal emittance)

Figure 2: Pareto fronts for LCLS-II injector based on
different cathode laser shaping and cathode thermal
emittance with 100 pC bunch charge (10k macro particle
ASTRA simulations), 20 A peak current solutions marked.
The solutions in Fig. 2 with 20 A peak current are
further refined with 100k macro particle simulations.
Beam projected and sliced parameters are shown in Fig. 3
and Table 1. Ellipsoidal laser shaping reduces both
projected emittance and slice emittance by ~30%. With a
smaller thermal emittance of 0.5 μm/mm, another 30%
reduction on emittance is achieved, making ~0.1 μm-rad
emittance with 20 A peak current within reach at 100 pC
bunch charge. Besides emittance reduction, current
profiles in Fig. 3 show, longitudinal profile distortion due
to nonlinear space charge energy chirp and velocity
bunching dynamics are reduced with an ellipsoidal beam.
Also, the RMS bunch length for 20 A peak current is
reduced from 2.5 ps to 1.7 ps.

Flattop
1 μm/mm

Ellipsoidal
1 μm/mm

Ellipsoidal
0.5 μm/mm
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0.14
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μm
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0.15

0.09

0.07

μm

Δ

0.16

0.09

0.04

μm
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〉

Emittance decompositions of the optimal solutions
according to Ref. [16] are listed in Table 1, showing the
main emittance contributions and residual emittance
growth. The projected emittance is decomposed as,
2
2
 100%   th2   slice
  mis

.

(3)

Emittance growth due to slice phase space centroid
misalignment is zero in this case, because situations such
as slice dependent kicks are not considered in these
simulations. Table 1 shows that all solutions are
dominated by thermal emittance, and that emittance
growth due to slice mismatch and slice emittance growth
can be reduced below 0.1 μm-rad with ellipsoidal laser.
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The LCLS-II injector has been optimized with a flattop
laser and a conservative thermal emittance of 1 μm/mm.
Both injector transverse emittance and peak current,
satisfy LCLS-II injector specs. In this part, uniform
ellipsoidal laser shaping is applied to such an injector
design to further improve the beam brightness for the 100
pC case. A group of injector parameters, similar to Table 1
in Ref [15], were varied during MOGA optimizations, and
optimal solutions of the Pareto fronts are shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 1: Normal conducting VHF gun based CW
photoinjector for LCLS-II.
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SRF GUN BASED CW PHOTOINJECTOR
Superconducting (SC) RF is a natural CW technology.
SRF guns for CW XFEL and ERL applications have been
under development and great progress has been made
towards high gradient operation and towards
compatibility with high QE cathodes [17]. Figure 4 shows
a classical photoinjector layout consisting of a 1.5 cell Lband SRF gun and an 8-cavity CW superconducting
module. A superconducting solenoid is positioned at 0.5
meter from the cathode. Such an injector is used to check
the effect of ellipsoidal laser shaping on the transverse
emittance at 100 pC.
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ellipsoidal laser shaping effect on emittance improvement
is small. With an improved solenoid design and injector
layout optimization, the effect of ellipsoidal laser shaping
will be further investigated.
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Figure 4: L-band superconducting RF gun based CW
photoinjector layout (preliminary example, not optimal).

Figure 6: Slice emittance and current profile of the 5 A
peak current solutions in Fig. 5.
Table 2: Emittance decomposition for solutions in Fig. 6
Flattop
1 μm/mm

Ellipsoidal
1 μm/mm

Ellipsoidal
0.5 μm/mm

Unit

%

0.44

0.39

0.26

μm

%

0.35

0.31

0.21

μm

0.43

0.38

0.26

μm

0.28

0.28

0.18

μm

Δ

0.33

0.26

0.19

μm

Δ

0.08

0.05

0.03

μm

Figure 5: Pareto fronts for the CW injector in Fig. 4 with
100 pC bunch charge, 5 A peak current solutions marked.
Velocity bunching is not used in such an injector not
only for simplicity but also for minimizing the
longitudinal beam distortion which occur with velocity
bunching. Beam bunch length is controlled by either
cathode laser pulse duration or magnetic bunch
compression after the harmonic cavity (see European
XFEL injector [18]). During MOGA optimizations,
cathode laser pulse duration and radius, solenoid strength,
and SC cavity gradients can be varied for optimal
solutions. The gun is set to 40 MV/m peak cathode
gradient and maximum energy gain phase. Such a high
field in SRF guns is still to be demonstrated in reality. On
axis peak acceleration gradients of SC cavities are up to
32 MV/m, following the LCLS-II parameters [19], and
the cavity phases are set to on-crest. Pareto fronts of the
above injector are shown in Fig. 5, and refined 100k
particle simulations are in Fig. 6 and Table 2.
Emittance decompositions of the 5 A peak current
solutions show that emittance growth due to slice
mismatch is negligible, which means a very good
emittance compensation. Emittance growth for all three
cases is dominated by slice emittance growth, caused by
solenoid spherical aberration [20]. In the current setup,
both the Pareto fronts and specific solutions show the

〈

〉

CONCLUSION
In this paper, beams from uniform ellipsoidal shaped
lasers are simulated for CW photoinjectors based on a
VHF gun and an L-band SRF gun for the 100 pC case. In
the case of LBL type VHF gun with a peak gradient of 20
MV/m at cathode, ellipsoidal laser shaping can improve
both emittance and longitudinal current profile distortions
at 20 A peak current based on the LCLS-II injector. For
the L-band 1.5 cell SRF gun with a 40 MV/m cathode
gradient and a SC solenoid 0.5 meter from cathode,
simulations show slice emittance growth is dominated by
solenoid spherical aberrations. Further improvements of
CW solenoid design or injector layout are needed for
showing the effect of ellipsoidal laser shaping.
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